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Opal Jul 17 2021 A lyrical, lovely, and deeply touching adaptation of an authentic journal kept by an
orphaned six-year-old girl--later believed to be a French princess--living in an Oregon lumber camp
at the turn of the century. 24 black-and-white photographs.
Willow Creek Mansion Oct 08 2020 Anna's two sons, with their family, decide it's a beautiful day
for taking the yacht out. Suddenly there is a big explosion on board! All are reported lost at sea. But
are they really? Years later, three young men and one girl come to work for Anna in her mansion,
which has been turned into a Christian camp for children. After a while, Anna suspects they might
be some of her lost family. But how could that be? And if so, where have they been, and under whose
care? The answer to these questions and many more lie within. The meaning of the weeping willow
tree stretches back into ancient times and is associated with life, death, and rebirth.
Could Have Been Us Jul 25 2019 New York Times Bestselling author Corinne Michaels returns to the
Willow Creek Valley Series in this stunning small town, brother's best friend romance. Fifteen years
ago, I fell for Jack O'Donnell. I was just a girl, but I knew my brother's best friend was the only man
I'd ever love. On my eighteenth birthday, when I asked him to kiss me, I never imagined it would
change my life so completely. I gave Jack everything that night. In order to move on, we had to go
our separate ways and pretend like nothing happened... as though it wasn't the greatest moment of
my life. But even that wasn't as heartbreaking as the secret we were forced to keep. I've tried not to
think about how much I still love him. How I long to be back in his strong arms or the way his hazel
eyes make my heart race. Until he kisses me again. And this time there's no turning back. This time I
know what it means. We belong together and there's no use denying it any longer. But our feelings
aren't the only thing that won't stay buried, our past resurfaces and threatens to destroy our second
chance at happiness. When our love is tested once again, will we be strong enough to stand
together?
Willow Creek Home Aug 30 2022 A summer of drought and epidemic illness in 1847 forces Mina,
Papa, and his new wife, Lisette, to move on from Fredericksburg, Texas, to a larger land grant deep
in Comanche territory. This is the sequel to Janice Jordan Shefelman's "A Paradise Called Texas,"
and the second book in her popular early Texas trilogy. Illustrated by Tom, Karl & Dan Shefelman.
Why Horses Do That Feb 21 2022 Why do horses "spook" at things? Why do horses kick if
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approached from the rear? Why do horses sleep standing up? Why do horses breathe into each
other's nostrils? These and 36 other curious equine behaviors are informatively and lightheartedly
answered in the handsomely illustrated "Why Horses Do That." An original pencil drawing illustrates
each insightful explanation of odd but characteristic horse actions.
One Kiss Is All It Takes Jul 05 2020 An emotional slow burn romance of forbidden love, intense
chemistry and second chances...
The River Bank May 15 2021 Rat and Mole enjoy an afternoon outing on the river in this first
chapter of "The Wind in the Willows."
Cat-Astrophe Jun 15 2021 On good days, cats are known for their poise, discerning tastes and
impeccable personal hygiene. On other days they seem to make it their mission in life to shred our
toilet paper, puke on our most prized possessions and potty in whatever house plant appears to be
your favorite. Cat-astrophe features sassy memes of these fluffy pranksters, caught in the most
hilarious, most shameful and all-to-well-known feline misdeeds, clearly enacted with little to no
remorse. Cat lovers everywhere will identify with and giggle through the frustrations of the day as
this hilarious book reminds us that unconditional love goes both ways.
Among the Willows Sep 26 2019 As they settled into their new home in Willow Creek Virginia,
Morgan and Richard Peterson soon realize they are not alone. Morgan is plagued by horrific dreams
while being tormented by a menacing entity she believes to be living in their basement. While
Richard struggles to understand and except their daunting reality, he feels that he is losing himself
as well as Morgan to whatever shares their home. Little do they know their destiny has already been
decided. They have become important pawns in a twisted game of secrets and betrayal between the
living and the dead of Willow Creek. Where many have already been forced to take their place
among the willows.
Dog-Gone-it Aug 25 2019 On good days, dogs are known for their loyalty, true companionship, and
lovable personalities. On other days, they make it their mission in life to bury your phone, destroy
their fluffy new dog bed, and roll in something that smells "amazing" in the front yard. Dog-Gone-It
celebrates cheeky memes of these comical clowns, caught in infamous canine misdeeds, with no
thought to the consequences that inevitably will follow. Dog lovers everywhere will giggle through
the frustrations of the day as this hilarious book reminds us that unconditional love goes both ways.
Willow Creek Series Apr 25 2022 The complete Willow Creek series includes all full-length novels.
Last To Know, Never Too Late, In Your Heart, and Take A Chance. PLUS over 26,000 words of
exclusive bonus content unavailable anywhere else.
The Troublesome Creek Collection: Troublesome Creek / Willow Springs / Torrent Falls Nov
28 2019 This Collection bundles all three of Jan Watson’s Troublesome Creek novels into one e-book
for a great value! #1 Troublesome Creek: A charming historical novel set in the late 1800s. Born and
raised in the hills of Kentucky, Laura “Copper” Grace loves the wilderness of her home in
Troublesome Creek. But when her stepmother threatens to send her away to boarding school to
become a lady, Copper faces the possibility of losing everything that is precious to her. Copper must
come to terms with her family and discover the true meaning of home. Nothing can drag her off the
mountain, until the day she realizes that God has other plans for her life. #2 Willow Springs: The
year is 1883 and following a whirlwind courtship, seventeen-year-old Copper Brown finds herself
living in the bustling city of Lexington, KY, far away from her beloved mountain home, newly
married to a man she barely knows. Having been raised to put her trust in God, Copper sets out to
find a purpose for this new life that she’d never imagined. #3 Torrent Falls: The year is 1888;
Copper is a young widow with a baby trying to make a go of the ramshackle farm she received from
her father in Troublesome Creek. Copper’s life seems as dilapidated as the farm as she struggles to
come to terms with her shattered world. Desperate to rekindle the easy faith she had as a child, she
searches for peace and God’s direction in the serenity of the Kentucky mountains. Further
complicating her life is a budding romance with John Pelfrey, Copper’s long ago sweetheart. Once
sure she could never love again, Copper gives her heart to John only to face betrayal. A skilled
midwife, Copper is challenged in many ways as she ministers to the women of eastern Kentucky.
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Always a believer, Copper still has much to learn as she grows in wisdom and in faith.
The Whispering of the Willows May 03 2020 New in hardback. Faith-based, this first book in the
Big Creek Appalachian series begins in dark places where children are traded as child brides to men
who are willing to work the family farm. Innocent Emerald Ashby is assaulted and becomes
pregnant. She is accused and dishonored, but when members of the community come round,
surprises happen.
Dry Creek Willows Poems Mar 25 2022 In Dry Creek Willows Poems H. G. Moser completes his
explorations into the humor and pathos of everyday life. The collection includes short, often
aphoristic, poems and structural poems that range from classic concrete forms to words and symbols
woven into fabrics of undiscovered texture. Each poem treats a puzzling moment of human
consciousness. An excerpt from a novella in the form of a prose poem draws on the author's love for
fishing and for those who seek its mysteries.
The River Bank Mar 13 2021 A delightful, fully illustrated re-envisioning and expansion of the world
of The Wind in the Willows.
The Bride of Willow Creek May 27 2022 Ten years ago Angie Bartoli eloped with Sam Holland. But
before their impetuous marriage even began, they were torn apart by chance. For Angie, the gold
band on her finger is a constant reminder of the man she could never forget. Aiming to find her
husband and resolve their relationship once and for all, Angie sets out on the adventure of a lifetime.
In a small Colorado town, Angie discovers that her young groom has grown into a man--still
handsome, irresistible, and infuriating as ever . . . and now the father of two young children. Forced
to become a temporary family, Sam and Angie are surprised to find a deeper love awakening
between them--one that could require more than they are willing to give if they are to forge a lasting
new life on the American frontier.
The Wind in the Willows Mar 01 2020 The spring air draws Mole away from his housecleaning and
down to the riverbank, where he meets a new friend, Water Rat.
Simulation of Rain Floods on Willow Creek, Valley County, Montana Jun 03 2020
Sloth Yoga Jan 23 2022 This charming book hilariously illustrates that yoga isn't just for people
anymore! A Sloth persuing total relaxation and mindfulness meditation demonstrate classic poses
that would seem impossible to achieve, were it not for the photographic proof presented here. These
sloth yogis are in no rush to complete their yoga sequence, it often takes an entire month just to
complete a single pose. Sloth Yoga takes this popular meditative practice to a new level of Zen. Yes,
yes, and yes! Paired with inspiring Zen, yoga and meditation quotes, Sloth Yoga is posed to inform
and delight all human practitioners of the ancient discipline. What a unique way to bring humor and
relaxation into someones life by giving them this unique book as a gift.
Dachshund Rules Apr 13 2021 Known for being little dogs with big hearts, Dachshunds enchant
"their people" with affection, curiosity and a wonderful sense of humor. This little book with lots of
heart celebrates all that is best about the Dachshunds character by matching adorable pictures with
quotes that beautifully illustrate many of the virtues possessed by this remarkable breed.
Flood Plain Management Study on Oak Creek and Willow Creek and Adjacent Critical Flood
Plain Areas in Bottineau and McHenry Counties, North Dakota Dec 22 2021
A Paradise Called Texas Jan 29 2020 Bluebonnet Award Nominee. - Searching for a better life, Mina,
Papa, and Mama left their German fatherland aboard the brig Margaretha, bound for Texas. They
had been told it was the paradise of North America, but when Mina steps onto the desolate beach at
Indian Point on a cold December day in 1845, she wants to go back to Germany and Opa's cozy
house in the village of Wehrestedt. But go on they must. In spite of mama's tragic death, Mina and
Papa push inland with the Kaufmann family to the Texas hill country. There Mina encounters an
Indian chief and his young daughter, Amaya, whose help she needs when Papa falls ill. Based on her
ancestors' immigration to Texas, Janice Shefelman tells of a journey into the wilderness that is filled
with hardship, tragedy and adventure . . . young readers will glimpse a fascinating view of what life
in early Texas was like for German settlers.Texas
The Bride of Willow Creek Nov 20 2021 Ten years ago Angie Bartoli eloped with Sam Holland. But
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before their impetuous marriage even began, they were torn apart by chance. For Angie, the gold
band on her finger is a constant reminder of the man she could never forget. Aiming to find her
husband and resolve their relationship once and for all, Angie sets out on the adventure of a lifetime.
In a small Colorado town, Angie discovers that her young groom has grown into a man--still
handsome, irresistible, and infuriating as ever . . . and now the father of two young children. Forced
to become a temporary family, Sam and Angie are surprised to find a deeper love awakening
between them--one that could require more than they are willing to give if they are to forge a lasting
new life on the American frontier.
The Singing Creek where the Willows Grow Nov 01 2022 The author of the popular The Tao of
Pooh brings back the forgotten diaries of Opal Whiteley, which were the literary sensation of 1920
but surrounded by scandal soon after. Hoff also tells the tale of Opal herself, a gifted but disturbed
little girl who was destroyed when her private fantasies were exposed to public scrutiny. 8 pages of
black-and-white photographs.
Cow Yoga Oct 20 2021 Bovine fascination with yoga is sweeping pastures throughout the world.
Cows are turning to this ancient discipline in herds to reap the benefits of relaxation, improved
flexibility, and increased milk production. Impossible? One might think so if this fascinating book
didn't provide photographic proof of Guernseys, Holsteins and other contented cows demonstrating
45 classic yoga poses including: Downward Facing Bovine (Udder Mooca Svavasana) and Salutation
(Hooven Skyhigh). Each amazing full-color photograph is accompanied by an inspiring quotation to
motivate readers on their own path to self-fulfillment.
The Willow Creek Vampires Series Feb 09 2021 Welcome to Willow Creek, where life is simple,
crime is practically nonexistent, and people are happy-unless you're Sabine Crowley. On her
eighteenth birthday, she receives word that she's the latest offering in a two hundred year
arrangement between the townspeople and the vampire lord who presides over the town. There goes
her plan for traveling the world, moving away from Willow Creek, and pursuing her dreams. Now
that she's being sent to live with the vampires, she's tied to the town and cocky newcomer Remy, the
vampire she's tasked to feed for the rest of her life. The Willow Creek Vampires Series follows
Sabine's journey through finding out she's the next offering, to falling in love, to doing everything
she can to hold onto and save the love she never thought she'd find, all while searching for a way to
freedom.
German Shepherd Virtues Dec 30 2019 While it might be said that all animals have lessons to teach
humans, the German Shepherd Dog has long been regarded as special when it comes to loyalty,
versatility and service to others. German Shepherd Virtues: Lessons Learned From Our Faithful
Companions is a tribute to this popular and magnificent breed. Filled with wonderful color
photography of German Shepherds, each spread captures the physical beauty of the breed
combining it with an inspiring attribute and quote. Long before Rin-Tin-Tin and Strongheart made
their cinematic debuts, the German Shepherd had made an impact on our lives, and our hearts.
Willow Creek Seeker Services Jun 27 2022 This comprehensive study of the worship service style
that is influencing thousands of churches and their leaders worldwide addresses controversies and
draws lessons for the church today.
Pug Mugs Apr 01 2020 An endearing sequence of "mug shots" featuring reprobate pugs with
particularly innocent-looking soulful eyes documents how each depicted pooch has been caught
committing acts of theft, bribery or vandalism.
Sloth Mode Jan 11 2021 If offline is the new Zen, these legends of lethargy are way ahead of the
curve. Sloth Mode celebrates a state of mindfulness that encourages living life at your own pace.
Think green, eat slowly and by all means, enjoy the occasional vertical inversion whenever feels
right. Hidden beneath that mullet haircut and Mona Lisa smile is a chill, contemplative creature that
knows it's not about how the world looks at you, but how you look at the world.
Just Sisters Jul 29 2022 Combines whimsical and inspirational animal photography with
lighthearted quotes celebrating the unique duality of sisterhood and the ways in which a sister can
be both a soulmate and a dire enemy.
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Falling in Love on Willow Creek Sep 06 2020 "Single mom-to-be Sadie Gray will do anything to
find her younger brother before the law catches up with him. Even if it means returning home to the
small town of Highland Falls with a baby due any moment. But when that moment comes sooner
than expected, and Sadie finds herself stranded on the top of a mountain--in labor--she couldn't be
more grateful for the park ranger who finds her and helps deliver her daughter safely. Soon they've
formed a tight friendship, and while he may be hinting at more, Sadie isn't planning to stick around
after she finds her brother. FBI agent Chase Roberts wasn't looking for love when he agreed to go
undercover as a park ranger to find an on-the-run informant. But he can't help being drawn to
beautiful, warm-hearted Sadie and her sweet baby daughter. He's always longed to put down roots
and start a family. But how can he hope to keep Sadie's trust when she finds out that his job is to
arrest the brother she's been looking for?"-From Willow Creek to Sacred Heart Oct 27 2019 The bestselling coauthor of "Jesus for President"
chronicles his fascinating spiritual journey to evangelical Christianity and then his return to
Catholicism. A respectful and engaging look at the megachurch movement and a heartfelt
expression of love for the Catholic Church's liturgy and its commitment to the poor.
Last to Know Aug 18 2021 He was just a boy. And I was just a girl. But if that's all there was to the
story it wouldn't be very interesting, would it? Up and coming band Willow Creek is back in their
hometown for the summer. For the drummer, Maddox Wade, this summer was meant for writing
music and playing gigs. Falling in love was not part of the plan. One look at Emma Burke and those
plans cease to matter. Emma is quiet and guarded. She's still hurt from her father walking out two
years ago. She doesn't want to trust Maddox, but with his dark hair, smoldering good looks, and
infectious smile he's impossible to resist. Together Maddox and Emma embark on an unforgettable
summer of adventures and first love. Everything is perfect...or so Emma thinks. There are things she
doesn't know, and when she finds out the truth it might shatter everything she's built with Maddox.
No one said love was easy, and for Maddox and Emma it just might be impossible.
Sunday Morning Live Jun 23 2019 Hundreds of pastors in churches across America have come to
realize the power of drama in their services. Now, Willow Creek Resources offers a series of
dramatic sketches especially written to reach the unchurched, designed to make the audience laugh-or cry--as they act as a "set up" to the message being given by the pastor.
Falling in Love on Willow Creek Sep 30 2022 Fall in love with thelatest Highland Falls romance
about a single mom-to-be's surprise delivery and the undercover FBI agent who rescues her and her
heart in the small town of Highland Falls. Single mom-to-be Sadie Gray will do anything to find her
younger brother before the law catches up with him. Even if it means returning home to the small
town of Highland Falls with a baby due any moment. But when that moment comes sooner than
expected, and Sadie finds herself stranded on the top of a mountain—in labor--she couldn’t be more
grateful for the park ranger who finds her and helps deliver her daughter safely. Soon they’ve
formed a tight friendship, and while he may be hinting at more, Sadie isn’t planning to stick around
after she finds her brother. FBI agent Chase Roberts wasn’t looking for love when he agreed to go
undercover as a park ranger to find an on-the-run informant. But he can’t help being drawn to
beautiful, warm-hearted Sadie and her sweet baby daughter. He’s always longed to put down roots
and start a family. But how can he hope to keep Sadie’s trust when she finds out that his job is to
arrest the brother she’s been looking for? Includes the bonus novella A Wedding on Honeysuckle
Ridge for the first time in print!
Pug Rules Dec 10 2020 For centuries, pug owners have benefited from the sage wisdom of a beloved
breed that has flourished since 400 BC. These cube-shaped gurus lead by example in Pug Rules,
which puts their loving, eventempered charm and mischievous antics on full display. Candid pictures
paired with nuggets of wisdom in a gift book that will delight pug fans everywhere. If you follow the
rules of the pug, happiness is sure to follow.
Willow Creek Memoirs Sep 18 2021 Growing up in the small town of Waldwick New Jersey Post
WW2 Suburbia. Reliving the early nostalgic days of the Baby Boomer generation seen through the
eyes of one young boy coming of age.
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Blind Your Ponies Aug 06 2020 “Uplifting story about the triumph of human decency . . . Sure to be
enjoyed by those who fondly recall another David vs. Goliath roundball yarn—Hoosiers” (Publishers
Weekly). Sam Pickett never expected to settle in this dried-up shell of a town on the western edge of
the world. He’s come here to hide from the violence and madness that have shattered his life, but
what he finds is what he least expects. There’s a spirit that endures in Willow Creek, Montana. It
seems that every inhabitant of this forgotten outpost has a story, a reason for taking a detour to this
place—or a reason for staying. As the coach of the hapless high school basketball team (zero wins,
ninety-three losses), Sam can’t help but be moved by the bravery he witnesses in the everyday lives
of people—including his own young players—bearing their sorrows and broken dreams. How do they
carry on, believing in a future that seems to be based on the flimsiest of promises? Drawing on the
strength of the boys on the team, sharing the hope they display despite insurmountable odds, Sam
finally begins to see a future worth living. Author Stanley Gordon West has filled the town of Willow
Creek with characters so vividly cast that they become real as relatives, and their stories—so full of
humor and passion, loss and determination—illuminate a path into the human heart. “Elegiac but
hopeful novel, originally self-published, about the redemptive power of people—and, of course,
roundball . . . Worthy of a place in Montaniana alongside Ivan Doig and Deirdre McNamer, this is a
modest tale, elegantly written.” —Kirkus Reviews
What Your Lab Is Thinking Nov 08 2020 Labs are known for their furry snuggles, playful romping
and soulful eyes; just think if they're tongues were wagging instead of their tails! This playful little
book is full of side-splitting inner monologues about a lab's favorite things, the people they meet and
places they go. The bold colors and lighthearted quips are paired with an array of adorable yellow,
black and chocolate dogs and puppies, making this the perfect gift book for anyone who's ever loved
a lab. 5.5" X 5.5" * 96 PAGES, COLOR PHOTOS * HARDCOVER * $14.95 (CAN $19.95)
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